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Abstract 
Issues regarding how gender and sexuality are represented within different discourses 
have gained increased attention in the past decades. Within the field of language, gender, 
and sexuality, topics such as sexist language, stereotypes and heteronormativity have 
been continuously problematised as means of sustaining societal norms. The ramification 
of such norms can have a negative impact on how people engage with and express their 
identity, especially within the context of education. Research conducted on textbooks 
shows problematic representations of gender and sexuality where women are disfavoured 
and non-binary and LGBTQ+ identities often are excluded. Whilst gender representation 
has become increasingly more equal, a heterosexual norm is still very much prevalent 
within education. In response to such issues, the pedagogical approach norm critical 
pedagogy emerged in Sweden a few decades ago with the aim to develop critical thinking 
and thus challenge discriminatory beliefs and prejudice. In the present study, the 
representation of gender and sexuality within education will be investigated in a Swedish 
context. Linguistic patterns and word choice in three ELT textbooks are analysed through 
two approaches to content analysis. The findings showed that there is unequal 
representation of gender and sexuality overall, with gender identities outside the binary 
and varying sexualities being predominantly excluded. Additionally, implicit linguistic 
patterns which reinforce gender stereotypes and further limit the scope of acceptable 
gender expressions emerged across all textbooks. However, the most recent book stood 
out by being more inclusive and engaging with issues in a way which engages critical 
thinking.  
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1. Introduction 

The understanding of gender has changed over the years and is still a difficult concept to 
define. Both gender and sex have traditionally been used to describe biological 
distinctions between males and females but in recent years gender has become recognized 
as socially constructed. Closely connected to gender is sexuality and the two concepts are 
often discussed in relation to each other (Baker, 2008; Sauntson, 2020). Due to the social 
features that constitute gender and sexuality, language then, becomes an important part 
in this complex intersection. In other words, language is a central aspect of how identities 
relating to gender and sexuality are expressed, created, and policed (Kiesling, 2019). 

Whilst explicit sexist language no longer is acceptable in most places, other means of 
expressing such beliefs have emerged which are much harder to distinguish (Mills, 2008). 
Thus, implicit gender stereotypes reinforcing notions of masculinity and femininity raises 
further issues regarding a male-female binary and a heterosexual norm mediated through 
language. Cameron (2005) therefore emphasizes the need for linguistic research to focus 
on gender diversity rather than binary gender difference (p.487). The assumption that 
heterosexuality is the obvious complement to traditional beliefs about gender is deeply 
integrated into society and must therefore continuously be brought up and questioned 
(Baker, 2008). 

The education system is an arena where children and young adults negotiate gender and 
sexual identities daily as they are trying to find their place in the social world. Since 
language is a crucial part of education, the linguistic representation of gender and 
sexuality within this context is an aspect which must be critically examined (Sunderland, 
2000). Furthermore, with English being the global lingua franca, English Language 
Teaching (ELT) has increased worldwide within second and foreign language education. 
In turn, ELT textbooks, are educational tools which students generally interact with over 
a long period of time. Taking all this into consideration, it is of interest to question if they 
reflect and construct society’s notion of gender and sexuality. 

Previous research shows that language textbooks still contain gender stereotypes and a 
heterosexual norm, and often exclude topics that would incite a critical discussion (Gray, 
2013; Paiz, 2015, 2017; Selvi & Kocaman, 2021; Koster & Litosseliti, 2021; Sunderland, 
2021). Common findings include men being more visible, and other gender identities 
outside the binary or with variating sexual orientations often being completely excluded. 
By utilising textbooks with such representations of gender and sexuality, students’ 
affective and cognitive development, self-perception, interpersonal perception, and 
performance are at risk of being heavily affected (Bağ & Bayyurt, 2015; Sancho Höhne 
& Heerdegen, 2018; Chisholm, 2018). It has therefore been argued that critical pedagogy 
should be implemented in teaching (Hickman, 2012; Pawelczyk & Pakula, 2015). This 
could be achieved through norm critical pedagogy, which emerged in Sweden in the 
2000’s. However, few studies of the representation of gender and sexuality in textbooks 
have been conducted from this perspective.  
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The aim of this study is to investigate how gender and sexuality are represented in ELT 
textbooks for Swedish upper secondary school and if/how stereotypes and norms are 
reinforced or discouraged. The study is further interested in comparing how the results 
align with norm critical pedagogy and examine what role ELT textbooks play in Swedish 
education from this viewpoint. The study will address the following research questions: 

- What verbs and adjectives are used to describe men, women, and non-binary 
people in terms of physical appearance, characteristics, and actions?  

- How does word choice affect how men, women and non-binary people are 
depicted in the textbooks? 

- How is sexuality discussed? To what extent are different relationships represented 
and what linguistic features are used to describe them? 

 

 

 

2. Theoretical background 

2.1 Language, gender, and sexuality 

Previous research within the field of language, gender, and sexuality has provided 
valuable insights to the many ways gender and sexuality are represented and constructed 
through language, and how language can be used to mediate perceptions and expectations 
about what constitutes gender and sexuality (Cameron 2005; Baker, 2008; Kiesling, 2019; 
Sauntson, 2020).  

To start, it is crucial to differentiate gender from sex since the terms are still sometimes 
used interchangeably to refer to a person’s biological category. Gender is a social 
category which is subject to change within individuals and across societies. In other 
words, it refers to differences between female and male behaviour as established within 
certain society (Baker, 2008). Gender can be characterised on a continuous scale from 
femininity on one side to masculinity on the other, with an area in between. Therefore, 
gender must be seen as more than just a masculine/feminine binary and be acknowledged 
in respect of a vast array of different gender identities on a broader spectrum.  

The term sex is today commonly used to define the biological distinction between men 
and women based on their reproductive organs, which leads to the term sexuality as an 
important aspect of one’s identity. Sexuality refers to how individuals act as sexual beings 
and is traditionally connected to norms and expectations associated with our binary sex 
and gender (Baker, 2008). However, sexuality can be expressed and understood through 
a wide range of aspects such as sexual desire, sexual behaviour, and sexual orientation. 
The latter is often used to label people as heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual or other 
based simply on the femininity versus masculinity scale (Baker, 2008; Kiesling, 2019; 
Sauntson, 2020). This is not to be mixed up with sexual identity since one can choose not 
to manifest one’s sexual orientation as sexual identity due to it falling outside societal 
beliefs of acceptable sexual expressions.   
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Thus, the concept of identity becomes an important part of gender and sexuality and how 
people construct and express themselves across societies. It is therefore important to 
acknowledge the term non-binary, used to denote individuals who has chosen a gender 
identity outside the binary woman/man, and the acronym LGBTQ+, which refers to 
people who identify themselves as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and any 
other non-binary or non-heterosexual identity (Sauntson, 2020). Language then, plays a 
central part in the construction of identities by being the area where social meanings are 
constructed and contested (Baker, 2008). In turn, the language adolescent kids are 
subjected to during their school years is crucial to consider when investigating how 
gender and sexual identities are formed in children and young adults.  
 

 
2.1.1 Queer theory  

The development of queer theory has been essential to the field of language, gender and 
sexuality, queer linguistics, as well as the emergence of norm-critical pedagogy discussed 
later. In short, queer theory aims to challenge notions of gender and sexuality being fixed, 
binary oppositions in society and instead focus on how these identities are constructed, 
partially through language (Sauntson, 2020). The idea of performativity recognises 
gender as something we perform through behaviour and language rather than it being an 
essential part of our existence (Cameron, 2005; Baker, 2008; Sauntson, 2020). In other 
words, the performance is reflected in the traits adapted from established beliefs about 
gender and should not be confused with ideas of gender as performing an act.   

As discussed earlier, society tends to frame gender as a feminine/masculine binary which 
is problematic due to the subsequent exclusion of identities not conforming to this idea. 
Within this binary view of gender an idea of hegemonic masculinity/femininity exists 
where gender stereotypes and sexuality restrict men and women within ‘hierarchies of 
constraint’ (Sauntson, 2020, p.20). The higher up in the hierarchy one is situated 
(heterosexual masculinity being on top), the stricter the rules are for acceptable gender 
performance and thus, more confined one is to fit within these gender boundaries (Baker, 
2008). Furthermore, the concept heteronormativity understands gender and sexuality as 
unified where assumptions about heterosexuality are connected to normative ideologies 
of gender (Sauntson, 2020). The following definition is provided by Cameron (2005): 

the system which prescribes, enjoins, rewards, and naturalizes a particular kind of 
heterosexuality – monogamous, reproductive, and based on conventionally complementary 
gender roles – as the norm on which social arrangements should be based. (p.489) 

The term is mainly used to criticise when heteronormativity is reinforced in social 
practices, but it is imperative to acknowledge the existence of these since 
“heteronormativity is such a pervasive part of society that people will often find that they 
are assumed to be heterosexual, whether they are or not.” (Baker, 2008, p.110).  
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2.1.2 Sexist language 

One important aspect of this study is the potential presence of sexist language and how 
this may be reinforced through stereotypes surrounding gender and sexuality. Sexist 
language can occur as overt/direct sexism or indirect sexism, with the former being more 
identifiable by explicitly aiming to exclude/ignore, define/classify, or degrade (Sauntson, 
2020). Additionally, different types of indirect sexism include humour, presupposition, 
conflicting messages, scripts, and collocations, which makes it possible to express sexism 
whilst simultaneously denying any responsibility (Mills, 2008). The same principle can 
be applied to homophobic language (Sauntson, 2020). It is thus essential to consider the 
context where language is expressed, as sexist/homophobic language might only appear 
in a certain setting. Furthermore, as remarked by Sauntson (2020) the absence of language 
relating to gender and sexual diversity should also be considered a form of discriminatory 
discourse (p.160).  

If sexism is present in language, it can be expressed through stereotypes. Mills (2008) 
explains the connection as follows: “because sexism works to demarcate certain people 
as belonging to a group, it draws on stereotypes and prototypes to make clearly 
distinguishable that which risks becoming indistinguishable.” (p.73). For example, 
feminine markers such as being caring, helpless, emotional, vain, and confined to the 
private sphere have traditionally been used to pin femininity as complete opposite to 
masculinity, which is defined by features such as aggression and being direct and forceful. 
Such portrayals reinforce a gender ideology where women are inferior to men by making 
men the default humans (Kiesling, 2019). In other words, stereotypes emerge from social 
ideologies and ideologies are created to maintain a system of unequal power. These 
ideological formations are often presented as common sense or knowledge which appear 
as being self-evident or ‘natural’ (Mustahpa & Mills, 2015 p.3). Additionally, it is 
important to acknowledge that sexuality can be subject to stereotypical markers for the 
opposite gender to point out homosexuality (Kiesling, 2019). 
 

 
2.2 Norm-critical pedagogy 

Stemming from queer pedagogy, the concept norm-critical pedagogy was established in 
Sweden in the 2000’s and includes critical approaches by analysing and questioning 
norms and power in various pedagogical practices. Post-structural perspectives on power, 
knowledge, and subjectivity such as intersectionality and queer theory as well as feminist 
and critical pedagogy can all be connected to norm-critical pedagogy (Bromseth, 2019). 
Central to this approach is the collective exploration and discussion of norms and power-
structures in the classroom. The purpose is to move away from education where the 
teacher holds a position as the enlightened one and instead, norms and power-structures 
should be brought up in conversation with the students whose experiences and knowledge 
are included and valued (Persson Sjödell, 2019). By doing this, the development of 
students’ critical thinking is in focus.  

However, what is overt and verbal are not the only focal points of norm-critical pedagogy, 
what is not being said and done are equally important aspects to consider. Mac Donald 
(2019) stresses the importance to critically evaluate the content of inclusive teaching 
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material and consider which identities are diminished or excluded and how to address this 
without calling attention to individuals. By identifying what is norm-breaking and 
purposefully making this the point of discussion, the effect can instead be the opposite. 
Therefore, teaching material which explicitly point out differences between groups or the 
experience of belonging to a norm-breaking group can be problematic. To address this 
issue, Mac Donald (2019) provides two ways of approaching the intersection of 
increasing representation, problematising oppressive norms and preventing 
discrimination; 1) by including norm-breaking in a natural way and focus conversations 
and discussions on something other than the norm-breaking itself, and 2) by making the 
norm visible and problematise it together with the students (p.299). Both are approaches 
which can be implemented in educational material and textbooks. 
 

 
2.3 Previous research 

Textbooks which perpetuate and justify societal inequalities are highly problematic due 
to the implications they may have on children’s affective and cognitive development, as 
well as their power to reinforce stereotypes and norms of other groups or societies (Bağ 
& Bayyurt, 2015). Since the second wave of the feminist movement, biased 
representation of gender, sexist language, and gender stereotypes in learning materials 
have been topics of research, with issues of stereotyping, invisibility, and degradation of 
women emerging in the ‘first-phase studies’ (Mustapha & Mills, 2015). One early study 
which has been praised for its methodological approach is a study on sexism in German 
ELT textbooks conducted by Hellinger (1980). The study uses a systematic linguistic 
analysis including four categories of sexism: exclusion, subordination, distortion, and 
degradation. Categories which are easily transferrable to fit studies of the representation 
of sexuality (Sunderland, 2021).  

Whilst Hellinger’s (1980) study provided an innovative approach to textbook studies with 
results showing a sexist language pattern disfavouring women, the study refrained from 
discussing stereotypical portrayals of men. This was motivated by men generally profiting 
from sex specific stereotypes. However, in their study on Turkish EFL textbooks, Bağ 
and Bayyurt (2015) explore the notion of men being more confined within the boundaries 
of their gender stereotypes than women, since it appears more acceptable for women to 
perform masculine roles or task. This, they argue, may reflect the assumption that males 
are the superior gender and female qualities generally evaluated with a negative 
undertone. Such perceptions about male and female gender raises issues of both 
stereotypical masculinity and hegemonic masculinity. 

In recent textbook studies, narrow representations and stereotypical portrayals of gender 
and sexuality have been problematised and discussed in both local and international 
contexts. Two studies conducted in Turkey show the presence of stereotypical depictions 
on women as being fragile, emotional, vain, and confided to the domestic sphere, whilst 
men are authoritative, strong, and violent (Bağ & Bayyurt, 2015; Selvi & Kocaman, 
2021). In the most recent study, it is argued that stereotypical portrayal of women as 
helpless victims can be seen as a complement to the recurring image of men as violent, 
abusive bad boys. Furthermore, Koster and Litosseliti (2021) found similar stereotypical 
assumptions of the passive woman and active man through the distribution of verbs in 
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relation to actions in Dutch textbooks. Additionally, similar gender stereotypes are found 
in Lee and Collins (2015) study on Hong Kong textbooks. However, they noted that men 
were ascribed a higher range of adjectives portraying male characteristics and properties 
than women. They suggest that by limiting adjectives associated with female characters, 
it makes them seem more gender stereotyped. This in turn could be read as an attempt to 
confine female characters within the narrow walls of stereotypical femininity in similar 
sense as men are limited in their roles.  

Furthermore, pseudo-scientific statements about differences between genders used to 
endorse gender stereotypes in textbooks are issues which have emerged in previous 
studies. Such findings include texts highlighting differences between men and women in 
terms of communication styles, driving styles or food preferences (Selvi & Kocaman, 
2021). Textbook exercises have been found to reinforce supposed essential gender 
differences by asking students to categorise statements into male or female behaviour 
(Gray, 2013). What is significantly problematic is how such content “deny the fluid nature 
of gender and sexuality by confining gender to woman and man through the misuse of 
science.” (Selvi & Kocaman, 2021, p.130). However, explicitly acknowledging gender 
issues may not be a clear-cut solution to this problem which Leinonen (2020) 
demonstrates in her study of Swedish textbooks where she discusses issues of explicitly 
discussing the fluidity of gender in a text whilst simultaneously limit to a male-female 
binary. This, she argues, fails to account for gender as existing within a broader spectrum. 

Issues of gender representation and invisibility include aspects of firstness, frequency of 
gendered words and generic constructs. A common finding is men being more visible 
with a higher frequency of gendered pronouns, as well as the exclusion of non-binary 
references (Selvi & Kocaman, 2021). As argued by Leinonen (2020), paired pronouns 
commonly used when the gender of a person is unknown fail to acknowledge any 
identities outside the male-female binary. In contrast, Lee and Collins (2015) found a 
significant rise in female representation in their study of Hong Kong textbooks with the 
female-male ratio accurately reflecting the population at the time. They also noted an 
exception to the “male-firstness tendency” by the positioning of mum before dad, which 
they argue reinforces the stereotype of women having the central role in family (p.47).  

Furthermore, the underrepresentation and subsequent invisibility of characters and topics 
outside of the male/female binary and heterosexuality are often discussed in terms of 
heteronormativity in previous research. The issue includes the prevailing assumption that 
any relationship is made up by a man and a woman and therefore are any topics related 
to this simply a heterosexual matter (Gray, 2013; Selvi & Kocaman, 2021). This also 
incorporates portrayals of couples without any gender references since they fail to 
acknowledge any non-heterosexual identity within the material (Leinonen, 2020). Such 
problematic representations are not confined to the content of textbooks, but shape the 
way education is structured within classrooms, as seen in Liddicoat’s (2009) study on 
student-teacher interactions. Thus, a heteronormative framing can both alienate LGBTQ+ 
identities and hinder student’s language learning if not challenged by teachers and faculty.  

As a response to the heteronormative nature of education, Paiz (2015, 2017) has urged 
the need for queering the classroom which involves practices aimed to create inclusive 
pedagogical spaces. Here, teaching material becomes a vital part. Previous research on 
heteronormativity in textbooks shows heterosexuality explicitly and implicitly being 
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portrayed as the norm, whilst framing discussions of non-heterosexual content in 
problematic ways (Paiz, 2015, 2017; Gray, 2013). One significant issue is the lack of 
exercises where students engage in critical thinking, question normativity, or have an 
opportunity to practice any self-expression around the topic presented in the material 
(Gray, 2013).  
 

 
 

3. Method and material 

3.1 Method 

The overarching method used for this study was content analysis (CTA), which is a 
research technique for analysing texts to make replicable and valid inferences (Prior, 
2014; Drisko & Maschi, 2015). To tailor the investigation of each research question both 
quantitative and qualitative approaches to CTA were adopted together with two different 
systems for categorisation. The first research question, “What verbs and adjectives are 
used to describe men, women, and non-binary people in terms of physical appearance, 
characteristics, and actions?”, required a systematic analysis of manifest content which, 
in short, refers to “what is overtly, literally present in communication” (Drisko & Maschi, 
2015, p.3). Thus, the manifest content in the form of verbs and adjectives were manually 
collected from each textbook. These were then sorted using Norberg’s (2016) categories 
for verb types and attributes presented in section 3.2. This approach allows for a larger 
dataset to be processed systematically by the researcher. However, the quantitative results 
were limited to only reflect patterns and variations due to other quantitative statements 
would require additional time.  

To address research question two “How does word choice affect how men, women and 
non-binary people are depicted in the textbooks?”, as well as research question three, 
“How is sexuality discussed? To what extent are different relationships represented and 
what linguistic features are used to describe them?”, an interpretive content analysis was 
utilised. Both questions required manifest and latent content to be analysed, the latter 
which refers to implicit meaning often taking place over several sentences (Drisko & 
Maschi, 2015). This method utilised patterns found in research question one but also 
required word choice and linguistic features in context to be analysed. Therefore, to be as 
transparent as possible, categories from Selvi & Kocaman’s (2021) study were adopted 
for research question two (see section 3.2). Research question three combined one 
category from each categorisation system to be addressed.  
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3.2 Categorisation 

The present study adapted two categorisation systems which allowed for patterns to be 
analysed through both manifest and latent content. These categories were also chosen 
with Sunderland’s (2015) plea for more systematic linguistic analysis of verb types and 
exploration of male firstness and generics in mind. First, Norberg’s (2016) categories 
from her corpus study on the representation of girls and boys, include verbs and attributes 
which were the focus of her study. An overview of the categories used in present study is 
presented in Appendix A but is summarised as follows: 

• Activity verbs 
• Communicative verbs 
• Mental verbs and verbs expressing emotional states 
• Criminality and violence  
• Invitation and courtship 
• Physical appearance  
• Personal characteristics  

In her study, different verb types and descriptive and evaluative attributes collocating 
with the lemmas girl and boy as subject and object were investigated. Although Norberg 
(2016) conducted a corpus study which allowed for quantitative statements to be made 
not possible in present study, the categories provided useful results in terms of patterns 
in manifest content for both genders.  

Furthermore, to analyse manifest and latent content in the form of individual words, 
connected words, as well as short phrases in connection to context, the categories from 
Selvi and Kocaman’s (2021) study was adapted for research question two. In their study 
they use both qualitative and quantitative aspects of CTA which aligns with the 
methodology of present study. An overview of the categories used in present study is 
presented in Appendix B but is summarised as follows: 

• Female/male ration 
• Negative representation 
• Positive representation 
• Occupational visibility 
• Generic he/man 
• Firstness 
• Partnership and sexuality 

In addition, the categories invitation and courtship and partnership and sexuality were 
combined to address research question three. 
 

3.3 Material 

The three textbooks analysed in this study were Solid Gold 1 (Hedencrona et al., 2014), 
Blueprint A 3.0 (Lundfall & Nyström, 2017), and Viewpoints 1 3d ed. (Gustafsson & 
Wivast, 2023). Henceforth the textbooks will be referred to as Solid Gold, Blueprint and 
Viewpoints. The textbooks cover the core content for English 5, upper secondary school 
in Sweden. As have been pointed out in previous linguistic studies, there are no official 
statistics of textbook use currently available in Sweden (Leinonen, 2020; Lindqvist, 
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2020). Therefore, the choice of material is motivated by each book coming from different 
larger mainstream publishers of educational material in Sweden, thus more likely to be 
used in practice. Additionally, the books cover a timeframe of nine years which may be 
reflected in the data analysis. An overview of the analysed material from each textbook 
is presented in Appendix C.  

The collected data includes all texts with accompanying exercises and tasks, grammar, 
model texts and additional resources. Since the aim of this study is to analyse language 
in the form of text, listening exercises and any tasks relating to these have therefore been 
excluded. Translation exercises where the original sentence is formulated in Swedish 
have also been excluded. However, word gap exercises which include a Swedish word 
but has the corresponding word in English is incorporated in the data. Furthermore, all 
three textbooks contain a variety of fictional and non-fictional texts such as excerpts from 
novels, short stories and biographies, poetry, articles, lyrics, reviews, letters, and movie 
scripts. Different resource material contains both example texts/sentences and 
instructions/guidelines.  
 

 

4. Results 

In this section, the research questions are addressed separately and presented in relation 
to the categories utilised in this study. It should be noted that none of the textbooks 
explicitly included any mentions of people who identify as non-binary or were referred 
to as non-binary. Therefore, this will not be considered in the results section but will 
instead be addressed in the discussion. 

4.1 Verbs and adjectives describing women, men and non-binary 
people 

The verbs and adjectives presented in this section reflect patterns and notable findings 
which were observed in relation to Norberg’s (2016) study and research reviewed above.  
 
4.1.1 Physical appearance 

The majority of adjectives describing women and men in terms of physical appearance in 
the material relates to age, height or size, and looks. Women are more frequently 
described in relation to physical appearance throughout all textbooks. Also, there is a 
more varied vocabulary for describing female appearance overall with 35 attributes 
assigned to women and 28 to men. Women are more often described in terms of age, 
usually with references to being young with a variation of adjectives such as adolescent, 
college-age and teen/teenage-girls emerging in the newer material. 

Both descriptive and evaluative adjectives appear alongside women and men and include 
references to both height/size and looks. A common denominator is the preference to 
describe women in terms of small or little whereas a large physical volume more often is 
assigned men. However, Blueprint refers more frequently to smaller size when describing 
both genders. Furthermore, evaluative adjectives connected to size are attributed to both 
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women and men, but with a difference in word choice. Only women are described as fat, 
huge or overweight, and whilst men are strong, solid, fit, and muscular, women are well-
trained. 

There are more evaluative than descriptive adjectives for both genders in the material 
with a few negative connotations, ugly for women and scruffy and odd (looking) for men. 
Additionally, there is less variated vocabulary for describing men’s looks with handsome 
being the only common attribute throughout the textbooks. Women have a higher 
frequency of attributes such as pretty, cute, lovely, beautiful, and nice. In turn men have 
more attributes which carries sexually loaded notions like hot and hunky. Both genders 
are described as sexy. 

 
4.1.2 Characteristics 

Adjectives reflecting characteristics also include attributes connected to emotions which 
are considered reflective of character. In order to examine what characteristics stand out 
for women and men separately only adjectives which occur exclusively with each gender 
will be discussed in this section. For clarity, the adjectives were grouped together with 
attributes sharing similar notions. Only attributes reflecting patterns were included, as 
well as a few additional adjectives which stood out in the data.  

Overall, the results from Solid Gold show a greater variation in the number of adjectives 
exclusively describing men over women with the former being attributed 68, and the latter 
29. Across the characteristics, male traits instigated more energy and intensity whilst 
women appeared more prone to traits indicating composure.  

Table 1. Character traits exclusive for each gender in Solid Gold (2014). 

Characteristics Adjectives 

 

Efficient 
Rational  
Excellent 
Rowdy 
Conceited  
Weak 

Women 

- efficient, productive, active, involved 
- mature, sensible, reliable, no-nonsense 
- phenomenal, excellent, bright, clever, accurate, bilingual 
- uncontrollable, crazy 
- vain, high-strung, (nosy) 
- numb, nauseated, faint, unconscious, sensitive 

 

Compelling 
Intense 
Excellent 
 
Compassionate 
Odd 
Unapproachable 
Depraved 
 
Other 

Men 

- charismatic, flattering, persuasive, fascinating, mysterious, witty, fun-loving 
- passionate, lively, on fire, brave, bold, sexual 
- greatest, incredible, brilliant, outstanding, essential, important, promising, up-

and-coming 
- kind, kindred, gracious, affectionate 
- weird, strange, unusual, peculiar, shy 
- lecherous, slimy, greedy, envious, obsessed 
- devious, dreadful, evil, scheming, plotting, grizzly, murky, hostile, 

unscrupulous 
- macho, radical, ignorant, drunk, nerdy 
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As seen in Table 1, women are portrayed as efficient, rational, or weak, with only the 
adjectives uncontrollable and crazy instigating any temperament. In turn, men are 
assigned characteristics such as being intense, compelling, or depraved. Both genders are 
attributed traits which instigate excellence but adjectives such as promising, up-and-
coming, outstanding, essential, and important indicate that the male qualities are ongoing 
and vital.  

Stereotypically female attributes, except for weak and fragile, are conceited traits, as well 
as the addition of nosy which frame stereotypical ideas of female character. Interestingly, 
only men are exclusively attributed compassionate traits in Solid Gold, which elsewhere 
have a stronger connection to women. Furthermore, adjectives portraying men as being 
odd is a pattern seen throughout the material with women never exclusively being 
attributed similar traits. Adjectives strongly reinforcing a depraved or unapproachable 
character are seen as typically male, as is references to being drunk and nerdy. Women 
on the other hand express a higher level of composure, both in traits with positive and 
negative connotations.  

Furthermore, exclusively male attributes in Blueprint have twice as high variety than 
female with 114 different adjectives describing men and 48 women. Therefore, a wider 
range in patterns emerge, see Table 2.  

Table 2. Character traits exclusive for each gender in Blueprint (2017). 

Characteristics Adjectives 

 

Persistent 
Compassionate 
Intellectual 
Fragile 
Unapproachable 
Other 

Women 

- straightforward, strong-willed 
- attentive, caring, nice, pleasant, uncomplicated, easy 
- educated, articulate, conscious, leading, best 
- malnourished, vulnerable, exposed, tragic 
- feared, offensive, judgemental, traditional, strict 
- tacky 

 

Decent 
 
Compelling 
Trendy 
Excellent 
Intellectual 
Temperamental 
Intimidating 
Possessive 
Other 

Men 

- honest, kind, decent, agreeable, generous, well-behaved, responsible, hard-
working 

- charismatic, funny, lit up, confident, budding, vigorous 
- hip, popular, edgy, hotshot, cool 
- legendary, symbolic, grand, revolutionary, brilliant, prominent 
- creative, intelligent, clever, curious, capable 
- crazy, wild, rough, hardcore, alpha, radical 
- cold, callous, blunt, scary, critical, unpleasant, hectoring 
- obsessed, jealous 
- foppish, nerdy, different, stupid 

 
Similar to Solid Gold, Blueprint contain recurring patterns of females being fragile and 
men being compelling and excellent. A notable observation is traits indicating persistence 
such as straightforward and strong-willed for women. Undesirable attributes such as 
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being offensive or judgemental are also characteristics which emerged for women in this 
textbook. A new pattern for men is qualities reinforcing a decent and responsible persona 
or being represented as hip or cool. The recurring pattern of men being energetic and 
intense can be connected to temperamental attributes or being vigorous and lit up. The 
addition of possessive character traits also reinforces notions of temperament and 
intensity. 

A notable attribute for women is tacky and for men foppish, two adjectives which can be 
seen as opposites. This is also the only indication of men being vain or anything similar 
throughout the material, which has previous been assigned women (see Table 1). Both 
genders are described in terms of being intellectual. However, men are referred to as 
creative and curious which indicates alertness and being innovative in relation to women 
being educated, articulate and conscious.  

Finally, Viewpoints has the most even distribution of adjectives between the genders with 
women being attributed 69 and men 50. Again, female characteristics relating to being 
selfless, fragile, and conceited are a recurring pattern throughout the material as seen in 
Table 3. The same for men as having a compelling persona.  

Table 3. Character traits exclusive for each gender in Viewpoints (2023). 

Characteristics Adjectives 

 

Fearless 
Selfless 
Fragile 
Vile 
Conceited 
Other 

Women 

- brave, courageous, tough, strong, sturdy, confident 
- benevolent, maternal, lovely, true, admirable 
- helpless, unconscious, weak-voiced, afraid, terrified, worried, concerned 
- evil, sadistic, wicked, bad, vindictive, unsisterly, horrible, rancorous 
- big-headed, rude, difficult, fancy-pants, posh 
- reckless 

 

Composure 
Compelling 
Manly 
Frightened 
Thoughtless 
Unapproachable 
Other 

Men 

- mature, collected, controlled, assured, natural, mild 
- charming, funny, witty, prolific, popular, bold, heroic 
- macho, masculine 
- scared, stammering, floundering, nervous 
- stupid, small-minded, nonchalant, unrealistic, uncomprehending 
- slimy, sour, crusty, bullying 
- weird, drunk, pickled 

 
A notable difference to the rest of the data is that women are assigned attributes related 
to being fearless which are qualities previously associated with men. In turn, men are 
described in terms indicating composure which have previously been applied to women. 
Furthermore, attributes such as benevolent and maternal emphasise the compassionate 
and selfless mother whilst macho and masculine are attained to men reinforcing the image 
of stereotypical manliness. The latter can be seen throughout the material with the 
addition of alpha (see Table 2). Character traits reflecting women as vile are also a new 
trend which emerge in Viewpoints, as well as men being frightened. 
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Finally, attributes which are difficult to assign the male patterns occurring throughout the 
material are associated to being weird, drunk, nerdy, or stupid. No equivalent 
characteristics are exclusively assigned women.  

 
4.1.3 Actions and activities 

The frequency of verbs describing actions and activities for women (W) and men (M) 
within each textbook are presented in Table 4 following the categories adapted by 
Norberg (2016).  

Table 4. Variety of verbs describing actions/activities. 

Textbook Activity verbs 
(absence of 
movement) 

Communicative 
verbs 

Mental 
verbs 

Verbs 
expressing 
emotional 
states 

In total: 

Solid Gold W: 112 (7) 
M: 139 (9) 

W: 18 
M: 28 
 

W: 18 
M: 26 
 

W: 15 
M: 16 
 

W: 170 
M: 218 

Blueprint W: 118 (6) 
M: 172 (5) 
 

W: 36 
M: 33 
 

W: 31 
M: 33 
 

W: 9 
M: 10 
 

W: 200 
M: 253 

Viewpoints W: 142 (7) 
M: 101 (4) 

W: 24 
M: 22 

W: 36 
M: 31 

W: 6 
M: 7 

W: 215 
M: 165 

 
Overall, men have the highest variety of verbs in Solid Gold and Blueprint whilst women 
have the most verbs in Viewpoints. The most notable gender differences in the distribution 
of verbs were found amongst ‘activity verbs’, see below. 

There is a notable difference in Solid Gold in the portrayal of men and women being 
physically active, especially in relation to the verb play. Whilst men are represented as 
playing (lots of) sports, tennis, rugby, cricket and golf, women are only once described as 
playing the trumpet. In turn, dance, sing and perform are verbs exclusively used to 
describe female activity. Verbs expressing motion such as run, sprint, jump and hurdle 
are also more frequent in relation to men, as well as affect motions indicating force like 
smash, hit, strike, snap, beat and crash whilst women perform acts such as grab, clutch, 
tug, tap, and tear. Furthermore, verbs associated with the domestic sphere such as scrub, 
clean, wash and cook were exclusively female activities. Amongst the other categories 
were men portrayed as more verbal, whilst women more often engaged in distressful 
emotional activities such as fear, dread, worry or suffer. 

Blueprint also displays men as more engaged in physical activities such as play, fence, 
swim, jump and score as well as kick, fight, and attack whereas women are only referred 
to as playing cards. Men are also more frequently engaging in violent activities such as 
kill, burn, execute, violate, shoot, steal and break. In line with the results from Solid Gold 
only women are described as engaging in activities such as clean, cook, clear and wipe. 
Other notable differences are that women giggle, chatter and gossip and men chuckle, 
yell, and shout. However, only women are described as cursing or swearing.  
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Compared to the rest of the material, Viewpoints stood out in terms of distribution of 
activity verbs. Here, verbs such as run, race, stride, skip, jump, and climb are more 
common for females and verbs indicating a sway like motion such as dance, swing, leap, 
and dangle are explicitly used in relation to men. Women also have a higher frequency 
of verbs associated with violence than men, such as shoot, choke, kill, fight, hip, slap, and 
pinch. Men instead are more frequently described as engaging in creative activities like 
draw, paint, scribble, decorate or build. Again, household verbs such as clean, scrub, 
wash, and cook are explicitly used in relation to women. 
 
 

4.2 Word choice depicting gender representation and visibility 

Both the explicit and implicit effect of word choice in relation to gender in the material 
will be discussed. The results are presented following the categories adopted from Selvi 
& Kocaman (2021). To fit the scope of this study some categories had to be reduced and 
only the most noteworthy results are presented. 
 
4.2.1 Gender (in)visibility 

All three textbooks extensively used third-person pronouns such as he/she or his/her when 
referring to people of unknown gender with Solid Gold doing this more frequently. 
Blueprint and Viewpoints instead often refer to classmate/s or partner, with Viewpoint 
having the least instances of paired pronouns. Common for all three textbooks is the 
exclusion of people who do not identify themselves as female or male by not 
incorporating any inclusive pronouns. Regarding firstness or order of mention men are in 
clear majority except for a few instances in each textbook. 

Concerning the frequency of the use of generic constructs, the generic he/man is a 
majority in Solid Gold and Blueprint whereas Viewpoints has a higher variety of female 
constructs as seen in Table 5.  
 
Table 5. Variety of generic constructs and occupations assigned women and men. 

Textbooks Generic 
she/woman 

Generic 
he/man 

Generic 
inclusive 

Female 
occupational 

visibility 

Male 
occupational 

visibility 

Solid Gold 
(2014) 

2 9  37 65 

Blueprint 
(2017) 

 6 1 18 34 

Viewpoints 
(2023) 

5 3  25 29 

 
Only one instance in Blueprint can be considered a non-binary construct due to it being 
inclusive rather than gender specific by referring to a chairperson in a team debate 
exercise. In terms of participating in work life men are assigned a higher variety of 
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occupations throughout the material, with the highest discrepancy in Solid Gold. Male 
patterns were employment within law and order, advertisement/marketing, politics, or 
management. In turn women were more often portrayed within the field of medicine, such 
as being a psychologist or nurse, and are more often participating in different kinds of 
activism. Common for both genders among all textbooks were occupations within 
education, arts and entertainment, and journalism/writing.  

Furthermore, gender invisibility is seen in assumptions that people or characters are male 
without it being overtly specified. In Solid Gold, a chapter about heroes and villains in 
Bollywood films make references to both the hero and villain as he or him throughout the 
text even though it being a general discussion with only a few examples of specific 
characters (p.54). This is repeated in the resource section where an example text depicting 
an unspecified person shooting a couple of unspecified robbers are all later referred to as 
male (p.128). Additionally, a text states that the dress code for people working on Wall 
Street in New York is a suit and tie, which can be interpretated as an exclusion of any 
gender not traditionally associated with this attire (p.65).  
 
 
4.2.2 Negative representation of gender 

The negative representation of women and men in the material are descriptions or 
statements which reinforce gender stereotypes in relation to tasks and interests, feelings 
and personalities, and physical appearance. The results show a similar trend of negative 
representation throughout the material with the most distinguished gender stereotypes 
being summarised in Table 6.  

Table 6. Negative representation of gender. 

Stereotypes Examples 

Women 

Caregiver/housewife 

Fragile, emotional, victims 

Innocent 

Appearance-obsessed 

 

• “Take this boy home and feed him up” (Blueprint, 2017, p.140) 
“She’d been a nurse before marrying” (Solid Gold, 2014, p.37) 

• “mom was there, hysterically crying” (Solid Gold, 2014, p.71) 

• “his young wife”, “a young nurse” (Solid Gold, 2014 p.106, 281) 

• “My sister is so vain” (Solid Gold, 2014, p.305) 

Men 

Sports 

Illegal activities 

Authoritative 

Prone to violence/abusive 

Being strong 

 

• “Darren was a guy’s guy, basically. Unmistakably a jock” (Solid 
Gold, 2014, p.35) 

• “committed several petty crimes” (Viewpoints, 2023, p.71) 

• “He’s used to being in charge” (Blueprint, 2017, p.140) 

• “him who started the fight” (Viewpoints, 2023, p.183) 

• “He was big and muscular” (Solid Gold, 2014, p.25) 
“He became friends with big and strong boys” (Viewpoints, 2023, 

p.74) 
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Firstly, existing stereotypes of men being prone to violence and illegal activities are 
present in all three textbooks. Men depicted as being big and strong also appeared 
throughout the material.  

Solid Gold stood out with its high frequency of connecting men to sports, often by 
practicing multiple sports simultaneously or being referred to as the captain/coach of a 
sports team. Additionally, three biographical texts by male authors highlighted the 
importance of sports in their personal life. As seen in the example in Table 6, referring to 
someone being a guy’s guy and unmistakably a jock further strengthen the notion of the 
stereotypical male being involved in sports.   

Furthermore, the involvement in illegal activities as a typical male trait are reflected in 
word choice indicating this being a recurring activity or practiced by men in plural. The 
use of several (see table 6) or such descriptions as in the chapter “dear me” in Viewpoints 
which talks about boy’s prisons and two boys who steal and crash a car are a few examples 
of this (p.71). Additionally, not all references to illegal activities include descriptions of 
the act itself, words describing men being caught, arrested, charged, or convicted also 
reinforce this stereotype. 

Word choice underlining women’s role as wife and mother are instances of negative 
representations of women in the material. As seen in the example in Table 9, the mother 
is described as having been a nurse before marriage, indicating that she no longer works 
because she got married. Additionally, Solid Gold describes how a wife is cooking by the 
window when her husband arrives home (p.43), and another refers to all the girls who 
does the childminding in Singapore (p.45). Furthermore, the idea of the selfless or caring 
mother is found in Viewpoints since women are cooking or making different meals 
throughout the day. Other domestic chores such as looking after children, cleaning the 
fridge, and picking children up from school are exclusively female activities throughout 
the textbooks. Thus, where a father brings home moose a mother cooks it (Viewpoints, 
p.43). These traits appear to be assigned women outside the domestic sphere as well, 
when in Blueprint, a female judge during a trial involving a boy, is thinking about 
ingredients for cooking food to feed him up (see Table 6). 

Negative representation of women in terms of feelings and personality mainly depicts 
females as helpless, emotional, innocent, or youthful. Men in turn, are violent, abusive, 
authoritative, and careless. Women as emotional beings is reinforced by word choices 
such as hysterically crying, brimming over with tears, uncontrollable weeping, and all 
out sobbing. As mentioned earlier, the stereotypical image of the innocent and youthful 
female is reinforced by the addition of young in instances where age seemingly is not a 
significant factor. Expressions such as young wife or young nurse (see table 6) are present 
throughout the material. Additionally, female innocence and helplessness are also 
indicated through the abusive actions carried out by men. In turn, this reinforce the male 
stereotype of being abusive and prone to violence. For example, Solid Gold contains 
several references to women being stalked, kidnapped, assaulted, and killed by men. In 
Blueprint, male stereotypes of masculinity and authority are projected when such qualities 
are described as being absorbed at a young age (p.183), or when failing to meet certain 
qualifications for manliness (p.173). 
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Lastly, negative representation regarding physical appearance mainly portrays females as 
appearance-obsessed or hating their natural bodies. This is most prominent in Solid Gold 
where female traits such as having bright-red nail polish, self-tanner, or keeping a comb 
and a lipstick in her handbag have no equivalents for men. Women are also portrayed as 
being a vain person and even being so vain they “can’t pass a mirror without taking a 
look at herself” (p.305). Simultaneously women are critical of their looks, feeling 
emotional about their hair, conscious about their height or explicitly stating I hate myself 
before referring to themselves as being fat and ugly. In contrast, when a 16-year-old boy 
in the story “Sexy” puts on weight this is followed by stating that he “began to get 
attention” (p.35). In turn, this is reinforcing the stereotype that men should be big, strong, 
and muscular. These word choices often come in pairs as can be seen in Table 6.  

 
4.2.3 Positive representation of gender 

Positive representation includes instances where gender stereotypes are challenged which 
occur both explicitly and implicitly in the material. In Blueprint one text is rebutting 
gender stereotypes in marketing campaigns for children’s clothing (p.70), as well as a 
chapter discussing how rules applied to female and male behaviour is due to gender being 
a social construction (p.182). In Viewpoints gender stereotypes in fairy tales are 
acknowledged and criticised (p.101). Other instances in Blueprint include a man who 
rather stays at a hotel with plush towels, great soap and nice cotton sheets than going 
camping (p.39) and a chapter about a woman who takes initiative and expresses 
confidence on a first date (p.95).  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.3 Representation of sexuality and relationships 

In this section choice of words, formulations or phrases which affect how sexuality and 
relationships are portrayed in the material and the heterosexual norm as it has emerged in 
the textbooks will be discussed.  

 
4.3.1 Linguistic features 

Overall, there is an overrepresentation of heterosexual relationships throughout the 
material which is confirmed by language overtly expressing love and sexuality between 
men and women. Table 7 includes examples from the material which represent patterns 
in the data. Some linguistic features in relation to these will be discussed further.  
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Table 7. Linguistic features related to sexuality and relationships. 

Textbook Relationships As subjects of love/sexual desire As objects of 
love/sexual desire 

Solid Gold 
(2014) 

“If you’re married or 
single” (p.182) 

“unmarried university 
students” (p.169) 

 

“like any young woman in love, was 
excited about her forthcoming 
wedding” (p.105) 

“her one wish (önskan) in life was to 
get married and have children.” 
(p.286) 

“Generally speaking, getting married 
and having children is less important 
for a man than it is for a woman” 
(p.300) 

“confirmed bachelors” (p.206) 

“man is a sexual being” (p.37) 

“Her uncle’s sexual 
advances” (p.98) 

“His history of sexual 
abuse towards her” 
(p.106) 

(when talking to 
girls) “and fuck floats 
in, or some really raw 
porn-type picture” 
(p.37) 

 

Blueprint 
(2017) 

 "Desperate to lose her virginity” 
(p.95), “I leaned over and kissed 
Jonathan full on the mouth” (p.98) 

“They were pretty much interested in 
girls that had suddenly sprouted 
breasts. They were obsessed with 
breasts” (p.10) 

“A girl is like a tree 
covered in with 
leaves. You just want 
to climb up and tear 
all those leaves off” 
(p.10) 

“real nice butt, he 
said” (p.60) 

 

Viewpoints 
(2023) 

“the compulsory “let’s 
get married and live 
happily ever after” 
narrative seems 
practically medieval” 
(p.102) 

“me being a lesbian” 
(p.121) 

“I could do things to you with my 
oosik that would make your fat 
bubble-gum ass dance” (p.42) 

”boys wanted to have boasting or 
wanking competitions” (p.72) 

 

 

“talk about girls as 
pieces of flesh” (p.72) 

 
In Solid Gold there are no linguistic indications of anything other than heterosexual 
relationships in the texts. There is also a much higher frequency of explicit heterosexual 
pairings such as girlfriend/boyfriend, husband/wife or mother/father in comparison. 
Another notable observation in Solid Gold is the distinctive emphasis on marriage being 
the norm. As seen in Table 7, by asking if someone is married or single, it presents a 
dichotomy which excludes alternate answers and thus, instigates that if one does not 
identify as single then marriage is the only suitable option. Similarly, a text about Steve 
Jobs describes how his parents were unmarried university students and therefore decided 
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to have him adopted. By incorporating unmarried first, it indicates that this is why he was 
adopted, not because they were university students.  

In contrast, Blueprint and Viewpoints contain instances where non-heterosexual 
interactions are indicated by excluding any gender specific language in relation to one of 
the people involved. Furthermore, Viewpoints stands out by being the only textbook 
which includes a character who explicitly states her sexual orientation. In the text the 
narrator refers to herself as being a lesbian, a declaration which is repeated. Additionally, 
the medieval idea of marriage advertised in traditional fairy tales, both in terms of 
stereotypical gender roles and the exclusion of non-heterosexual characters is criticised 
(see Table 7).  

Furthermore, relationships are also valued differently by women and men in Solid Gold. 
As seen in Table 7, by adding any before “young woman in love”, and one wish to get 
married, it instigates that this is the only desirable thing for all women. Both of which, 
again, emphasise that marriage is the final goal. This being a female trait is further 
strengthened by statements such as it being less important for a man, as well as referring 
to men as confirmed bachelors for which there are no equivalent references to for women. 
In contrast, male desire is almost exclusively referred to as being sexual in nature. In Solid 
Gold it is twice stated that man is a sexual being which can be interpreted as an exclusion 
of women’s sexual nature. However, Blueprint acknowledges female sexuality more 
explicitly in the chapter “I was all over him” when the protagonist Gilda expresses her 
desire to lose her virginity (p.95).  

Finally, expressions of male sexuality as being problematic towards women is present 
throughout the material (see Table 7). In Solid Gold one man pulled a woman forcefully, 
squeezing her buttocks, and in other instances a man is described as having a history of 
sexual abuse. Explicit sexual references like fuck and raw porn-type are also only 
associated with men’s sexual desire. Furthermore, Blueprint contains several instances 
where women’s bodies are sexualised through language by wordings like sprouted 
breasts, real nice butt or when men compare women with trees whose leaves they just 
want to tear off. This can be read as the only thing desirable about women is their naked 
bodies. Also, in Viewpoints men talk about girls as pieces of flesh or commenting on their 
fat bubble-gum ass both of which reinforce aspects of aggressive sexuality usually forced 
upon women. The latter is also preceded by a threat aimed to instigate fear by denoting 
the sexual acts he could do to her. Lastly, boys are also described as engaging in wanking 
competitions which reflects a notion of it being standard male behaviour to make their 
own sexual release a competition amongst men. 
 

 
4.3.2 Reinforcing the heterosexual norm 

As previously mentioned, relationships and sexuality within the material are almost 
exclusively referred to as being heterosexual in nature and thus reinforcing the 
heterosexual norm. There are also no explicit mentions of people who identify as non-
binary or are referred to as non-binary in the material. Furthermore, in Solid Gold all 
relationships are explicitly between women and men which perpetuates a heterosexist 
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binary. In Blueprint and Viewpoints there are less references to heterosexual couples 
although issues related to gender and sexuality being overtly discussed.  

In Blueprint gender issues are approached in a text on sexist marketing for children’s 
clothing where girls are labelled as social butterflies and boys as little scholars (p.70). 
The text confronts issues of categorising toys by gender and reinforcing stereotypical 
notions which can lead to prejudice and exclusion. Additionally, gender as a social 
construct is discussed in the chapter “making sex” (p.182). However, whilst the article 
acknowledges that gender stereotypes are products of society and the possibility to cross 
the gender divide, it also reinforces a male-female binary by putting one gender in relation 
to another, rather than discussing gender as occurring within a broader spectrum. This 
aligns with Lenionen’s (2020) analysis of the same material. In a similar observation of 
a comic strip a boy says to a girl that “I feel most masculine in juxtaposition to your 
femininity” (p.177), further emphasising the notion of it only existing two contrasting 
genders where one is needed to reinforce the other.  

Furthermore, in Solid Gold there is a recurring trend of contrasting men and women 
against each other. Questions such as: “Do you think women are more highly strung than 
men?” (p.157), or “who do you think show off more – boys or girls?” (p.159) emphasises 
essential differences between women and men which in turn can be used to generalise 
stereotypical behaviour. Additionally, the men/women comparison also occur in 
Bluepoint when it is asked if there are any “advantages or disadvantages of being a woman 
or a man?” (p.179). 

Finally, heteronormativity is challenged the most in Viewpoints which explicitly uses 
words such as LGBTQ, lesbian, homosexual, homophobic, transphobic and 
acknowledges issues of prejudice and discrimination in relation to them. Students are also 
asked to discuss, argue for, and reflect on why these issues exist and how they can be 
addressed in several parts of the book. Furthermore, non-heterosexual identities are not 
just discussed in terms of concept in Viewpoints, as previously mentioned there is one 
character who herself proclaims that she is a lesbian, rather than it being implied in the 
context.  

 

 
5. Discussion 

In this section the results are discussed in relation to the study’s research questions and 
previous studies presented in the literary review. Overall, the study showed that 
stereotypical representations of gender are present in ELT textbooks by reinforcing 
notions of masculinity and femininity. There is also a systematic exclusion of anyone who 
explicitly identifies as non-binary or is referred to as non-binary throughout the three 
textbooks. Language choices in the form of paired pronouns, order of firstness and generic 
constructs further reinforce the male-female binary as well as making the male gender 
more visible. Negative representations of gender are also more prominent than positive 
representations since gender stereotypes more often are reinforced rather than challenged 
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in the texts. Taken together, all three textbooks reinforced a heterosexual norm. However, 
this was increasingly challenged in the newer textbooks, especially Viewpoints.  

In terms of the first research question, which addressed what verbs and adjectives are 
used to describe women, men, and non-binary people, the three textbooks provided 
similar results which almost conclusively aligned with findings from previous research 
(Lee & Collins, 2015; Norberg, 2016; Selvi & Kocaman, 2021). The combination of 
method and categorisation implemented to address this research question allowed for 
patterns to emerge which may have gone unnoticed if these adjectives and verbs had not 
been collected and then systematically analysed together. The patterns revealed during 
the categorisation of adjectives reflected stereotypical notions of femininity and 
masculinity, which consequently reinforce women and men as both being opposites and 
complements to each other as argued elsewhere (Mills, 2008; Kiesling, 2019). Overall, a 
wider range of adjectives described women’s physical appearance than men’s, which 
reinforces the notion of female identity being closely associated with physical 
appearance, along with stereotypical markers such as being fragile, emotional, caring, or 
vain. In turn, men were associated with physical and mental strength, intensity and temper 
which reinforces stereotypical ideas of masculinity. The results also showed that women 
had a lower frequency of adjectives describing character assigned to them overall in the 
material. Such findings raise issues of limiting the portrayal of female characters which, 
as argued by Lee and Collins (2015), make them appear more gender stereotyped. 
However, the present study also found that men had a higher frequency of different 
characteristics indicating questionable behaviour, thus reinforcing negative notions of 
male conduct similar to the findings in Norberg’s (2016) study.  

The higher frequency of verbs describing actions and activities for men can be argued 
reinforces stereotypical notions of men being more active as seen in Koster and 
Litosseliti’s (2021) study. For example, the use of the verb play, which for men mainly 
refers to physical activity through sports, whilst women more often play an instrument. 
Also, women were exclusively assigned verbs associated with the home environment. 
Such problematic and rather dated forms of gender stereotyping reflect sexist language 
where women are predominantly restricted to the domestic sphere (Mills 2008; Sauntson 
2020). In addition to this are issues of occupational stereotyping by assigning men a wider 
range of employments. Such findings reflect the enduring presence of gender stereotypes 
seen in current studies of textbooks (Bağ & Bayyurt, 2015; Lee & Collins, 2015; Selvi & 
Kocaman, 2021).  

During the analysis of word choice in research question two, it became evident that men 
were superior in terms of paired pronouns, firstness and generic constructs, thus 
constituting men as more visible. However, these findings indicate other issues than 
merely allocating more space for men in the textbooks. As argued by Sauntson (2020), 
by excluding gender identities it reinforces sexist language by ignoring. In addition, by 
continuously positioning men first in relation to women, it maintains the second-class 
status of female gender as indicated by Selvi and Kocaman (2021). However, a contrast 
emerges when observing each textbook individually. Seen in isolation, Viewpoints 
demonstrates more equal visibility for women and men. Being the newest textbook, it 
aligns with Lee and Collin’s (2015) argument that such developments are reflections of 
an increased desire for gender equality in society. Overall, the results are in agreement 
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with the male/female dichotomy discussion in previous research (Baker, 2008; Selvi & 
Kocaman, 2021). The limited result regarding positive stereotypes can thus be a reflection 
of deeply rooted gender stereotypes which have emerged in this study and elsewhere. 

When addressing research question three, which focused on representation of 
relationships and sexuality, it became evident that there was a heterosexual norm present 
throughout the material, which aligns with previous research on heteronormativity in the 
educational context (Paiz, 2015, 2017; Gray 2013). This was deducted from there being 
a majority of overtly heterosexual pairings, although they were subsequently reduced in 
the more contemporary material which again points to a desire to reflect a more inclusive 
society. In this sense, Solid Gold stood out since it did not only avoid any reference to 
LGBTQ+ identities, but by doing so also reinforcing the assumption that topics related to 
relationships and sexuality only concern heterosexual identities, as seen in previous 
studies (Gray, 2013; Selvi & Kocaman, 2021). In addition, confining gender to a male-
female binary further builds on stereotypical assumptions about what constitutes as 
female or male whilst subsequently denying the idea of gender being fluid (Gray, 2013; 
Leinonen, 2020; Selvi & Kocaman, 2021). Taking all into account, heteronormative 
beliefs are reinforced due to normative ideologies about gender not being explicitly 
challenged in the textbooks. Such aspects must be taken into consideration when utilising 
teaching material in the classroom as they may have serious implications to children’s 
affective and cognitive development (Bağ & Bayyurt, 2015). Needless to say, indirect 
sexism and homophobia applied through excluding and ignoring certain identities are 
highly problematic (Sauntson, 2020). Also, language which defines women as sexual 
objects and passive objects of male sexuality is equally problematic and should not be 
expressed through the medium of textbooks. In alignment, Norberg (2016) found similar 
representations in relation to young girls in her corpus study.  

This study has highlighted issues concerning gender stereotypes and the representation 
and exclusion of certain sexualities present in Swedish ELT textbooks. Since one central 
aspect of norm-critical pedagogy is to develop critical thinking by exploring, discussing, 
and questioning norms and power-structures, there must be an opportunity to do so within 
textbooks (Persson Sjödell, 2019). Viewpoints stood out in terms of incorporating relevant 
terminology related to LGBTQ+ issues and placing the texts within a larger societal 
discussion. In turn Solid Gold provided very little space for reflection on gender and 
sexuality. As mentioned earlier, exclusion is equally important as inclusion (Mac Donald, 
2019). Considering this, material which excludes certain identities can still be 
problematised by teachers and thus used in norm-critical pedagogy. However, of the 
textbooks studied here, Viewpoints aligned most with this approach, by using more 
inclusive language and stories, opportunities for critical thinking as well as incorporating 
intersectionality, where gender and sexuality are discussed in relation to identity topics 
such as religion and ethnicity.  
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6. Conclusion 

 
This study has examined how gender and sexuality are represented in Swedish ELT 
textbooks with the primary aim of investigating if and how stereotypes and norms are 
reinforced or discouraged. The findings show that there are unequal representation of 
gender and sexuality overall, with gender identities outside the binary and varying 
sexualities being predominantly excluded which align with previous research within this 
field. In addition, verbs, adjectives, and word choice in context revealed implicit linguistic 
patterns which reinforce gender stereotypes and limit the scope of acceptable gender 
expressions. Such restrictions can have serious implications for students who are 
exploring and expressing their identities over time within the school context. 
Furthermore, possibilities to apply norm critical pedagogy significantly increases in the 
newer material, with gender issues and LGBTQ+ topics being explicitly discussed and 
problematised in Viewpoints. Such a shift instigates a positive development within ELT 
textbooks over time, as it reflects societal changes of increased gender equality. 

The implication of present study is foremost a reinforcement of previous research which 
has been discussed throughout this paper. In addition, by adding a systematic linguistic 
analysis of manifest content to the method, it was possible to distinguish implicit patterns 
of verbs and adjectives depicting women and men which may not have been observed if 
not collected and analysed together. It would therefore be valuable to further apply 
systematic linguistic analyses in research of Swedish ELT textbooks since the scope of 
the present study was limited in terms of quantifying data. As have been discussed 
throughout this study, gender and sexuality as expressed and controlled through language 
can have serious implication for students’ identity development and self-perception. 
Therefore, the content of textbooks must be continuously challenged in linguistic 
research, but also taking classroom application and student perception into account. 
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Appendix A 

This table contains an overview of categories adapted from Norberg’s (2016) study.  

 
Table of categories adapted from Norberg (2016). 

Category Description Examples 

Activity verbs Verbs associated with physical activity or motion.  
(Also verbs denoting an absence of 
movement/physical actions.) 

Run, drive, dance 
(Wait, kneel, stop) 

Communicative verbs Refers to the act of communicating. 
 

Shout, talk, whisper 

Mental verbs Can refer to alertness, curiosity, bravery or 
subsequently the lack thereof. 

Discover, wonder, 
dare 

Verbs expressing 
emotional states 

Can be used to express affection or as general 
expressions of emotion. (subcategory of mental 
verbs) 

Love, suffer, 
understand 

Criminality and violence Verbs associated with criminality and violence. Assault, kidnap, rob 

Invitation and courtship Verbs representing love, courtship, sexuality. Love, date, kiss 

Physical appearance Includes both descriptions and matter of 
evaluation. 

Tall, blonde 
Pretty, fat 

Personal characteristics Describes individuals character traits/personality. Nice, rowdy, nerdy 
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Appendix B 

This table contains an overview of the categories adapted from Selvi & Kocaman’s (2021) 
study. 

 
Table of categories adapted from Selvi & Kocaman (2021). 

Category Description Examples 

Female/male ratio Frequency of gendered words including 
pronouns, proper nouns and gender-specific 
nouns 

Her, him; John, Jane 
Daughter, son 

Negative 
representation 

Any reinforcement of gender stereotypes within: 
- Tasks and interests 
- Feelings and personality 
- Appearance 

The housewife 
Authoritative 
Beautiful 
 

Positive 
representation 

Existing stereotypes challenged. Men involved in household 
chores/child rearing 

Occupational 
visibility 

The variety of occupation in different domains Health, entertainment, 
education 

Generic he/man Use of generic constructs Chairman, sportswomen, 
mankind 

Firstness Order of mention He/she/they, girls and boys 

Partnership & 
sexuality 

Any mention of marriage, romantic 
involvement, partnership, and vocabulary for 
kinship 

Undisputed heterosexuality, 
LGBTQ+ mentioning 
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Appendix C 

This table contains an overview of the analysed material from each textbook. The 
numbers in the table refer to the number of texts and exercises used in the study. 
Therefore, it does not reflect the size of data obtained from each textbook due to texts and 
exercises in each book being of varying length and size.  
 
Table of analysed material. 

Textbooks Description Units 
(chapters) 

Texts Tasks & 
exercises 

Additional 
material 

Solid Gold 
(2014) 

- Focuses on social 
issues, living 
conditions and 
cultural features in 
the English-
speaking world. 

- Aims to make the 
students aware of 
how 
communication is 
influenced by 
culture. 

9(35) Amount:35 196 Grammar: 43 
Resource section 
& student B: 8 

Blueprint 
(2017) 

- Themes relating to 
ethical issues, 
relationships, 
historical events, 
ideas, feelings, and 
opinions. 

7(27) 26 105 Blue pages: 19 

Viewpoints 
(2023) 

- Content is adjusted 
for society and 
students today. 

- Aims to provide a 
variety of topics 
and perspectives to 
stimulate 
conversation and 
discussion. 

 

5(20) 20 126 Grammar: 43 
Model texts & 
additional 
resources: 14 
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